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ADHD patients have deficits in higher-level cognitive functions ADHD. A meta- analysis of 21 whole-brain fMRI studies
of cognitive and motor.

For example, Cole et al. Results were frequently contradictory [ 26 , 67 ]. This means that not only delay
aversion to gains, but also reduced sensitivity to future negative outcomes, can cause impulsive choice
behaviour. Additional references were searched in the resulting publications, including reviews and
meta-analyses. Translational cognitive neuroscience in ADHD is still in its infancy. For instance, the treatment
response of methylphenidate was suggested to rely on inter-individual variability in the amount of dopamine
released by neurons Volkow et al. Abstract This review focuses on the cognitive neuroscience of Attention
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder ADHD based on functional magnetic resonance imaging fMRI studies and on
recent clinically relevant applications such as fMRI-based diagnostic classification or neuromodulation
therapies targeting fMRI deficits with neurofeedback NF or brain stimulation. Treatment strategies for ADHD
symptoms include medication-based, behavior-based, and combined interventions Antshel et al. Furthermore,
a comparison of brain activity representing the sensitivity of future loss in the two groups revealed
significantly lower activity in the striatum and higher activity in the amygdala in adults with ADHD than in
controls. This article has been cited by other articles in PMC. Although previous studies have suggested
functional models of impulsive behaviour, a full explanation of impulsivity in ADHD remains elusive. We
conducted a comprehensive review of the current status of research in understanding the heterogeneity of
ADHD in terms of etiology, clinical profiles and trajectories, and neurobiological mechanisms. Nevertheless,
categorical classification system has its shortcomings regarding to what is the best cut-off thresholds of the
symptoms characterized as a dimension, the large number of intermediate cases, comorbidities, etc. Discussion
At the behavioural level, we found that adults with ADHD discounted future losses as much as future gains,
although the control participants discounted future losses less than future gains. Studies of community samples
of youth, from the United States of America [ 46 ], the United Kingdom [ 47 ], and Sweden [ 11 , 48 ] show
that genetic factors influence this comorbidity. Frontal lobe, thalamus and striatum, which are the key
components of the cortico-striato-thalamo-cortical CSTC loops that subserve attention and cognitive
processing, have been found to be involved in ADHD pathophysiology Bush et al. Although evidence-based
treatments can reduce ADHD symptoms in a substantial portion of affected individuals, there is yet no
curative treatment for ADHD. Results from existing studies reviewed above suggest that multiple genetic and
environmental risk factors with small individual effect sizes contribute to the heterogeneity of ADHD. Besides
age effects, gender-related differences are also observed in ADHD. A recent study suggested the importance
of investigating delay discounting in adults with ADHD  Beyond possible demographic and developmental
factors, etiological heterogeneity of the disorder can be a significant component that contributes to the
inconsistency of these findings. Long-term follow-up studies suggest that hyperactive and impulsive behaviors
tend to decrease with age, while inattentive symptoms show greater persistence and may stay life-long
Biederman et al. Full size image We also evaluated the effect of delay at the neural level. A study conducted
by Karalunas et al. A clinical study found that children with ADHD are prone to drug, alcohol, and gambling
addictions as adults  Multiple factors, such as psychiatric and behavioral comorbidities, symptom severity
levels, and inter-individual variability in the amount of dopamine released by neurons, may contribute to the
treatment response heterogeneity in ADHD. These data are consistent with clinical studies showing the
clinical implications of subthreshold ADHD [ 15 ]. There is furthermore emerging evidence for abnormalities
in orbital and ventromedial prefrontal and limbic areas that mediate motivation and emotion control.
Nevertheless, there is yet no curative treatment for ADHD without thoroughly understanding its
heterogeneous and developmental pathophysiological mechanisms.


